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ABSTRACT 

In the current world, the utilization of ATM to pull out cash has expanded. Simultaneously, burglary and theft 

cases have likewise been expanded that requires the requirement for much secured. ATM that gives extra 

highlights to security. In this work, the point is at security-based shrewd ATM which capacities dependent on 

RFID and unique mark approval for its access. The RFID number and unique mark subtleties are acquired from 

the client later which the perceived card number, approval status, and area of access are passed on for 

checking its credibility with the information base subtleties. Once the data is approved with the recovered 

information base subtleties then, at that point, the relating account holder receives the message if the approval 

is substantial or not. The area, time, and date of the access are likewise educated to the record holder. 

Moreover, this upgrades the security by setting vibration and fire sensors which quickly advise if there should 

be an occurrence of fire and breakage. To accomplish complete security, the essence of the individual getting to 

the ATM card is likewise recorded – utilizing a camera – in the machine with time and date of access that could 

be utilized if there should arise an occurrence of doubt..  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

ATM focuses are strategically placed at various areas. ATM of any bank can be gotten to pull out cash in 24x7 

hours, 365 days per year. Assuming one is voyaging abroad, then, at that point, the card can be utilized to draw 

money of the country a person is venturing out to, from the ATM. The utilization of an ATM is limited just to 

the individual who knows the PIN (Personal Identification Number). The absolute most advantage of the ATM 

is to save time in driving down to the branch and one need not needs to squander time holding up in the line to 

perform exchanges. The ATM offices give the choice of banking in a split second for different exchanges. 

The current ATM system provides two types of services. The former one provides the customer with the cash 

requested and sends a message with a report of the amount taken and account balance. The later one is more 

forward looking to accept the deposit from the user, provides credit card payment functionalities, and sends a 

message to the user about the transaction and account details. 

Criminals can fitting small cameras to ATMs that record account details and self  identification numbers that 

increase the risks of fraud and robbery. The user doesn’t get any message about the uncertified access of the 

card.  

The user doesn’t get information about the location of access to the card in the case of robbing. The face of the 

person obtained the ATM is saved as video in CCTV which requires more storage space. 
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2. LITRATURE SURVEY 

 

 

Biometrics technology is rapidly progressing and offers prenominal chances. In recent 

years, identification has grownup in popularity as a way of non-public designation in ATM authentication 

systems. the large biometric methanol which will be used for authentication include fingerprint, palm print, 

handprint, face recognition, speech recognition, dental and eye biometrics. The finger print features are 

different for every creature that the user may be identified uniquely. rather than using ATM card 

Fingerprint based ATM is safer and secure. there's no worry of loosing ATM card and no have to carry 

ATM card in your wallet. On the user side, pattern a location-mindful selective unlocking mechanism. On 

the server side, Biometrics and GSM -Based Multi-Server Authentication Protocol design a verification 

outline that enables a bank server to select whether to okay or refuse a payment transaction and get a 

pointl sort of relay attack affecting malicious readers. The preface of our work could be a stream 

technological progression that may enable biometric with low-cost (GSM) sensing potentiality. Unlike prior 

research on this subject, our defences don't depend upon auxiliary devices or require any explicit user 

involvement[1]. 

In the gift world, the usage of ATM to withdraw money has gain. At constant time, larceny and theft cases 

have conjointly been growth that incorporate the requirement of much- secured ATM that 

gives further options for security. during this work, our plan is to form a security-

based good ATM that maps supported RFID and fingerprint authorization for its accession. The 

RFID range and fingerprint contingent area unit notice from the user once that the accredit card range, 

authorization standing, area unit passed on for checking its genuineness with the information things. so the 

freshness of the project is ‘third person permit to access technology’ which implies we are able to create our 

family member/friend to withdraw cash from our card simply by clicking “ALLOW” within 

the webpage just in case of any emergencies. And if we have a tendency to don’t apprehend the 

person retreating cash able to} simply click “DENY” so the third person(thief) can’t able to 

withdraw cash from our ATM card[2].  

ATM may be a computerize machine blueprint to allot money to bank customers while not would like of 

human interaction. Nowadays the ATM users are gaining in numbers.They apply the ATM cards for 

banking transactions like balance enquiry, mini argument, withdrawal etc. The ATM machine has card 

reader and keys as input devices and computer screen, cash machine, receipt printer, speaker as output 

devices. ATMs are associated to a bunch processor, that my be a usual entryway throuth that many ATM 

networks become usable to users. Many banks, freelance service suppliers have this host processor. 

Account information of user is depot on the magnetic strip gift at the rear facet of the ATM card[3].  

An automated teller machine (ATM) is an electronic device that admit a bank customer to make cash 

withdrawal, transfer, check their account balances amon other functions. The existant self-banking system 

has got very high popularity with 24 hours’ service. ATM is activated by placing card, and then entering of 

personal identification number (PIN) of the especial card. But this practice is not wholly safe to use due to 

anybody can have access to the system if they have the card and PIN, like we shared our card and PIN code 

to our friends who may misuse it. This is the main drawback of the existing traditional ATM system. Using 

ATM card and password alone cannot affirm client’s identity correctly. Presently, use of fingerprint in 

combining with password authentication has offered a better means to verify user’s identity which makes 

the ATM system to be more secured[4]. 

The design, implementation and employment of secure payment system in ATM 

by victimisation frequency identification technology. If your card is lost you would like to 

not care till alternate of card which can take minimum of few days, till then it's tough to survive while 

not ATM card and additionally after you have to be compelled to provide payment to a different one who is 

staying removed from United States. So, the projected model that uses the thought of universal 

card that uses the frequency identification technology. To induct the method, the cardboard is swiped. Later 

that it'll enkindle the account range. On permitting that it'll generate a random distinctive code and SMS an 

equivalent to the account holder. The Account holder has got to share that distinctive code to the one 

who is victimisation universal card. By this fashion we are able to have a secure mode of ATM 

transaction[5]. 

Our main aim is to develop the higher security system by mistreatment fingerprint primarily based ATM . 

Statistics could be a technology that helps to form your information very secure,distinctive all the users by 

method of their personal physical characteristics. Biometric data accustomed determine the folks absolutely 

by mistreatement their fingerprint, face, speech, iris, handwriting or hand pure mathematics and then on. 

Mistreatment biometric identifiers offers many blessings overancient and current ways. Token like mag 

tape cards, good cards and physical keys are often purloined, lost, replicated or left behind, passwords are 
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often shared, forgotten, hacked or unexpectedly notice by a 3
rd

 party. There area unit 2 key function offered 

by a biometric system. One technique is identification and also the alternative is verification[6]. 

 

 

 

 

 

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 

  

Fig 1: System Architecture Diagram  

In the gift world, the usage of ATM to withdraw money has inflated. At an 

equivalent time, thievery and theft cases have conjointly been inflated that needs the requirement for a lot 

of secured ATM that gives further options for security. During this work, the aim is at security-

based sensible ATM that functions supported RFID and fingerprint authorization for its access. 

The planned system may be a small controller-based ATM within which traditional cards area unit replaced 

with RFID cards that contain the cardboard range of the user. rather than victimization the PIN, the fingerprint 

of the user is employed for authorization. thence if the person is within the locality of ATM, his/her card is 

scanned by the RFID scanner and therefore the system waits for the valid fingerprint of the corresponding card. 

If a sound fingerprint is recognized by the fingerprint device of the ATM, a message are sent to the number, 

registered to the cardboard, stating that “The access is granted”. On the opposite hand, if AN invalid fingerprint 

is recognized, the user of the corresponding card gets a message stating that “Access not 

granted! somebody has tried to access this card”. 
 

 
3.1 Algorithm:

 

 

 

Step 1: Start 

Step 2: Initialization of system 

Step 3: RFID Scan 

Step 4: Password match 

Step 5: If pass match then asked for fingerprint or else send sms 

Step 6: Fingerprint match 

Step 7: If fingerprint match then asked for face detection or else send sms 

Step 8: Face match 

Step 9: If face match then send sms or else send sms and high buzzer 

Step 10: Stop
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4. CONCLUSION 

Thus this proposed system used the RFID card and the user’s fingerprint for authorization. In the case of multiple 

accounts, different RFID cards can be used for each bank accounts. The card closest to the proximity of the card 

reader will be considered for the current operation. It enhances the security by sending messages to the cardholders 

for the card holder’s register number about the location, date, and time through the GPS, regardless of if the 

transaction is valid or not localize the eyes. The following conclusions were made: The system provides a message 

to the cardholder as soon as the transaction happens. 
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